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The Ford F-Series is a series of trucks marketed and manufactured by Ford. In production since
, the F-Series is a range of light-duty trucks marketed as full-size pickup trucks , [1] slotted
above the compact Ford Ranger in the Ford truck model range. Since , the F-Series also
includes the heavier-duty Super Duty series, which includes pickup trucks, chassis cab trucks ,
and medium-duty trucks. The most popular version of the F-Series is the F, now in its fourteenth
generation. The best-selling pickup truck in the United States since the highest-selling vehicle
overall since ; [2] [3] the F-Series is also the best-selling vehicle in Canada. The F-series
platform has underpinned several sport utility vehicles, including the Ford Bronco , Ford
Expedition and Lincoln Navigator. The first-generation F-Series pickup known as the Ford
Bonus-Built was introduced in as a replacement for the previous car-based pickup line
introduced in The F-Series was sold in eight different weight ratings, with pickup, panel truck,
cab-over engine COE , conventional truck, and school bus chassis body styles.. For the model
year, Ford introduced a second generation of the F-Series trucks. Increased dimensions,
improved engines, and an updated chassis were features of the second generation. In another
change, the model nomenclature of the F-Series was expanded to three numbers; this remains
in use in the present day. Centered around a wraparound windshield, the cab was given new
doors, a redesigned dashboard, and an optional panoramic rear window. In line with Ford cars,
the F-Series offered seat belts as an option. Introduced in , the third generation F-series was a
significant modernization and redesign. Front fenders became integrated into the body, and the
new Styleside bed continued the smooth lines to the rear of the pickup. The cab-over F-Series
was discontinued, having been replaced by the tilt-cab C-Series. Ford introduced a dramatically
new style of pickup in with the fourth generation F-Series. Longer and lower than its
predecessors, these trucks had increased dimensions and new engine and gearbox choices.
Additionally, the â€” models offered an optional unibody design with the cab and bed
integrated. The unibody proved unpopular, and Ford discontinued the option after the model
year. In , the F-Series was given a significant mid-cycle redesign. Additionally, the Ranger name
made its first appearance in on a Ford pickup; previously the Ranger denoted a base model of
the Edsel but starting in , it would be used to denote a high-level styling package for F-Series
pickups. Introduced in , the fifth generation F-series pickup was built on the same platform as
the revision of the fourth generation. Dimensions and greenhouse glass were increased, engine
options expanded, and plusher trim levels became available during the fifth generation's
production run. The sixth generation F-series was introduced in This version of the F-series
continued to be built on the fourth generation's revised platform, but with significant
modernization and refinements, including front disc brakes, increased cabin dimensions, full
double wall bed construction and increased use of galvanized steel. In , the F was introduced in
between the F and the F in order to avoid certain emission control restrictions. For , square
headlights replaced the previous models' round ones on higher trim package models, such as
Lariat and Ranger, and in became standard equipment. Also for , the Ford Bronco was
redesigned into a variant of the F-series pickup. The seventh-generation F-Series was
introduced for , marking the first ground-up redesign of the model line since Alongside an
all-new chassis, the pickup trucks received a completely new body. While distinguished by
straighter body lines, the aerodynamics of the exterior were optimized to improve fuel economy.
Sharing their cab structure with F-Series pickup trucks, medium-duty trucks F through F
underwent their first redesign since The powertrain line of this generation underwent multiple
revisions through its production. At its launch, the engine line was largely carried over from
While the 7. For , a 3. For , to improve the fuel efficiency of the model line, the M-Series engines
the 5. In response to low demand and poor performance, the 4. For the F and F, a 6. For , a "H.
The 5. The 4. In line with the previous generation, the SuperCab and 4-door crew cab made their
return in and , respectively. For the first time, a dual rear-wheel version of the F was offered as a
pickup truck. For , Ford revised the badging of the model line, replacing the "FORD" hood
lettering with the Ford Blue Oval grille emblem, a design that remains in use on all F-Series
trucks today except the Raptor. The same year, the Ranger trims was dropped; the name shifted
to the Ford Ranger compact pickup replacing the Ford Courier. After 30 years as the smallest
F-Series truck, the F was dropped after , eliminating model overlap with the F and payload
overlap with the Ranger. This generation would be the final version of the F-Series to offer a
3-speed column-shifted manual transmission; it is also the second-to-last vehicle sold in the
United States with this configuration. The eighth-generation F-Series was introduced for as a
major revision of the â€” generation. While the cab was carried over, many body panels were
revised, including a completely new front fascia; the interior also underwent a redesign. The
long-running Flareside bed design was retired, with all examples produced with Styleside beds.
Following the transition of the 5. The same year, the 6. Following the discontinuation of the
3-speed manual, a 5-speed manual became standard equipment a 4-speed remained a

special-order option until For , an E4OD 4-speed automatic overdrive version of the C6
heavy-duty 3-speed was introduced. The ninth-generation F-Series was introduced for as the
second redesign of the F-Series architecture. Adapting design elements from the newly
introduced Explorer and redesigned E-Series and Ranger, the F-Series received a slightly lower
hoodline, rounding the front fenders, bumper, and grille. Coinciding with a redesign of the
interior, the F-Series received a driver-side airbag. After a six-year hiatus, the FlareSide bed
made its return, becoming a sub-model of the F To appeal to younger buyers, the bodywork of
the FlareSide bed was modernized, adapting the fenders of a dual rear-wheel F to a single
rear-wheel chassis. To commemorate the 75th anniversary of the first Ford factory-produced
truck the Ford Model TT , Ford offered a 75th anniversary package on its F-series, consisting of
a stripe package, an argent colored step bumper, and special 75th anniversary logos. For a
turbocharger became available on the 7. In the middle of the model year referred to as " While
sharing its predecessor's displacement, the engine was an entirely new design. For the model
year, the ninth generation was gradually phased out of production; the F was replaced by the
tenth-generation F-Series see below , with the F rebranded as the F Heavy Duty and F remaining
in production. For the model year, Ford made a substantial change to the F-Series range of
trucks, splitting its pickup line into two vehicle families. From the s to the s, pickup trucks had
transitioned in usage. Alongside vehicles designed exclusively for work use, the market
segment saw a major increase in demand for dual-purpose vehicles for both work and personal
use, effectively serving as a second car. To further expand its growing market share, Ford
sought to develop vehicles for both types of buyers, repackaging the F in a more contemporary
design as a larger version of the Ranger while retaining the heavier-duty F and F for customers
interested in a work-use vehicle. The tenth-generation F-Series was introduced in January as a
model. The model line was marketed alongside its predecessor, pared down to the FHD and F;
for , these were replaced by the Super Duty trucks. In the most extensive redesign of the
F-Series in 17 years, [ according to whom? Sharing only the transmissions with its predecessor,
the F received a range of engines new to the F-Series, including a 4. Distinguished by its
rounded exterior, the tenth generation was again offered in standard-cab and extended-cab
SuperCab configurations. To improve rear-seat access, a rear-hinged third door curbside was
introduced for the SuperCab; following its popularity, the SuperCab received a fourth door for
The SVT Lightning made its return for , powered by a supercharged version of the 5. Sharing the
front bodywork of the Lincoln Navigator SUV and the same cab and chassis as the F
SuperCrew, the Blackwood was designed with a model-exclusive bed and was sold only in
black. Due to very poor sales, the model line was discontinued after While remaining part of the
F-Series, the Super Duty trucks were designed with a different chassis, powertrain, and body
design, as they are developed for heavier-duty work use. For the model year, the F was
redesigned on an all-new platform. The new platform starts off with a fully boxed in frame and
introduced rear shocks to mount outside of the frame for decreased wheel hop and improved
ride quality. This new body style kept the fully independent front suspension introduced in the
last generation but added vacuum driven front wheel hubs for the 4 wheel drive versions. The
previous generation had full time connected front axles. The improvement saves fuel and by
default goes into a wheel locked position. Should a failure occur in the vacuum solenoid,
system, or hoses the wheel hub defaults to a 4wd position to keep from leaving a driver
stranded. Internally, a 3-valve version of the 5. Externally, the eleventh-generation model was
different from its predecessor, with sharper-edged styling; a major change was the adoption of
the stepped driver's window from the Super Duty trucks. Regardless of cab type, all Fs were
given four doors, with the rear doors on the regular cab providing access to behind-the-seat
storage. Ford also introduced additional variants of the F The FX4 Off-Road package available
since the model year became its own trim level. In late for the model year, the Super Duty trucks
were given an all-new platform. While using the same bed and cabin as before, these are
distinguished from their predecessors by an all-new interior and a much larger grille and head
lamps. Previously available only as a chassis-cab model, the F now was available as a pickup
directly from Ford. The twelfth generation F was introduced for the model year as an update of
the Ford full-size truck platform. Similar to its predecessor, these trucks are distinguished by
their Super Duty-style grilles and head lamps; standard cab models again have two-doors
instead of four. A new model for included the SVT Raptor, a dedicated off-road pickup. In Ford
shifted its electronics from a GEM General electric module based to the computerized and
programmable BCM Body Control Module , allowing for fewer parts differences and
programmable upgrade options from the dealer or factory. In Ford reintroduced the 5. As part of
a major focus on fuel economy, the entire engine lineup for the F was updated for the model
year. Along with the new V8 engine, the F gained a new 3. An automatic transmission is the only
option. A recent study conducted by iSeeCars. The thirteenth-generation Ford F-Series was

introduced for the model year. Largely previewed by the Ford Atlas concept vehicle at the
Detroit Auto Show, the new design marked several extensive changes to the F-Series design. In
the interest of fuel economy, Ford designers reduced curb weight of the F by nearly pounds,
without physically altering its exterior footprint. To allow for such a massive weight reduction,
nearly every body panel was switched from steel to aluminum with the exception of the firewall ;
the frame itself remains high-strength steel. The F was the first pickup truck with adaptive
cruise control , which uses radar sensors on the front of the vehicle to maintain a set following
distance between it and the vehicle ahead of it, decreasing speed if necessary. The 3. While the
6. For , the F shifted from the long-running 3-bar design used on Ford trucks to the 2-bar design
that debuted on the Super Duty model line. The powertrain underwent several revisions, as the
3. The fourteenth-generation Ford F-Series was introduced for the model year through a live
presentation streamed over the Internet on June 25, The powertrain line is largely carried over
from the previous generation, with a 3. Along with exterior design changes to enhance
aerodynamics, many changes were made to the interior, adding fold-flat front seats and larger
touchscreens including a digital instrument panel ; [23] as an option, Active Drive Assist will be
offered as a driver-assistance system. A new F Raptor was announced in January , and features
a 3. Throughout its production, variants of the Ford F-Series has been produced to attract
buyers. While these variants primarily consist of trim packages, others are high-performance
versions while other variants were designed with various means of improving functionality. For
into part of the model year, the Ford F-Series was offered with a third body configuration,
integrating the Styleside bed with the cab. With the pickup bed stampings welded directly to the
cab before both assemblies were mounted to the frame, the design simplified the assembly and
paint process the configuration was similar to that of the Ford Ranchero. Following a poor
market reception, the unibody pickup bed design was withdrawn during the model year. From to
, Ford offered several Special option packages for the F-Series, typically designed for owners
with specific uses for their vehicles. For , the Camper Special option package was introduced;
designed for owners of slide-in truck campers , the option package featured pre-wiring for the
camper, heavy-duty transmission and engine cooling, and a larger alternator. For , Ford
introduced the Contractor's Special , and Farm and Ranch Special , which featured toolboxes
and heavier-duty suspension. The Explorer Special was introduced as a lower-priced variant of
the Ranger trim. The "Trailer Special" was offered as well with trailer brake, heavy-duty radiator,
transmission cooler, and tow hitch. In , the Special option packages were withdrawn as part of
the F-Series redesign, while a number of features continued as stand-alone options; the
Explorer continued as a variant of the Ranger trim through the model year. Sold from to on the
Ford F XLT Lariat, the Nite special edition was an monochromatic option package, featuring
black paint and trim with a multicolor accent stripe. For , it was exclusive to the regular-cab F;
for , it was available on all bodystyles of the F and introduced on the Ford Bronco. The Nite
edition was available with two-wheel drive or four-wheel drive with either the 5. For , Ford
introduced the Eddie Bauer trim level for the F Intended as a competitor for the Chevrolet SS ,
the SVT Lightning was derived from the F; to improve its handling, extensive modifications were
made to the front and rear suspension and frame. While slower in acceleration than the GMC
Syclone , the Lightning retained nearly all of the towing and payload capacity of a standard Ford
F After a three-year hiatus, Ford released a second generation of the SVT Lightning for the
model year. In line with its â€” predecessor, the second-generation Lightning was based on the
F with a number of suspension modifications; in a design change, all examples were produced
with a FlareSide bed. In place of a model-specific engine, the second-generation was powered
by a supercharged version of the 5. For the redesign of the Ford F, the SVT Lightning was not
included, leaving as the final year for the model line. From to , the Harley-Davidson Edition was
an option package available on the F Primarily an appearance package featuring
monochromatic black trim, from to , the edition included a slightly detuned version of the
supercharged 5. After , the option package adopted many of the options featured from the
Platinum trim level, featuring leather seating produced from materials reserved for
Harley-Davidson biker jackets. For , the Harley-Davidson Edition was replaced by the Limited
trim level, retaining a monochromatic exterior appearance shifting past motorcycle-themed trim.
While a road-legal vehicle, many design modifications of the Raptor were made to improve its
off-road capability, with the vehicle featuring a model-exclusive suspension with long-travel
springs and shocks. The Raptor shares only its cab with a standard F; to accommodate its
larger tires, the Raptor is fitted with wider front fenders, hood, and pickup bed. A six-speed
automatic is the sole transmission paired with both engines. After a two-year hiatus, the
second-generation Ford Raptor the SVT prefix was removed was introduced for the model year.
Derived from the thirteenth-generation F-Series , the Ford Raptor shifted to an aluminum body.
Again produced as a high-performance off-road vehicle, the Raptor is produced in SuperCab

and SuperCrew configurations, with long-travel suspension specific to the vehicle. As a design
theme, the second-generation Raptor does not carry a Ford Blue Oval grille badge, instead
spelling out "Ford" across the grille. To improve fuel economy and reduce weight, the 6. For ,
Ford made upgrades to enhance the off-road capability of the Raptor series truck line. The new
shocks auto adjust the suspension's compression dampening based on the terrain via a live
sensor electrically controlled solenoid valves. This new Terrain Management System works with
sensors in the body to adjust as the truck is driving. The new Trail control for also adds
adaptive cruise control for off-road use. Ford also added an optional Blue Accent Package with
Recaro front racing seats for the model year. In , Ford's marketing department leveraged a
partnership with the ,acre King Ranch in south Texas, which is the largest ranch in both Texas
and the United States and which operates a large fleet of Ford trucks. The truck was
emblazoned with the King Ranch's Running W brand and upholstered in saddle leather. It was
the industry's first full-size lightweight pickup truck with a full rear passenger compartment and
4 full-size doors, becoming the SuperCrew cab. Along with the Limited and Platinum, the King
Ranch continues to comprise the luxury end of the F spectrum. Introduced for , Platinum is a
luxury-oriented trim of the Ford F Effectively replacing the Lincoln Mark LT in the United States
and Canada [32] though its production continued through in Mexico , the Platinum adopted
many of the luxury features and content from the Mark LT with more subdued exterior styling
the Platinum was fitted with an eggcrate grille similar to early models of the Ford Expedition.
Until , the Platinum trim was an add-on package to a Super Duty that was ordered as a Lariat.
For the model year, Ford introduced the Tremor model of the F The Tremor was released as a
high-performance sport truck for street truck enthusiasts. The interior uses a console-mounted
shifter, custom bucket seats and a flow-through center console not found in any other F The
Tremor is available in both 4x2 and 4x4. Both options feature an electronic locking rear
differential and customized suspension. There were 2, Tremors built. In June , Ford announced
the unnamed fully-electric F was to begin production within two years of the introduction of the
F; i. For most of its production, the F-Series was sold in a medium-duty conventional truck
configuration alongside the traditional pickup trucks. Prior to the introduction of the Ford
C-Series tilt-cab, the medium-duty range was offered as both a conventional and in a COE
cabover configuration. Following the introduction of the fifth-generation F-Series in , the
medium-duty trucks were designed separately from the pickup truck range. Although remaining
part of the F-Series range, the medium-duty trucks shared only the cab and interior with the
F-Series pickup trucks. Since , the cab design has changed only in and in The medium-duty
F-Series served as the donor platform for the B-Series cowled bus chassis produced from to
Produced primarily for school bus bodies, the B-Series was discontinued as part of the sale of
the Ford heavy-truck line to Freightliner in Above its medium-duty truck ranges, the Ford
F-Series was used as a heavy-truck chassis during its early production. In , Ford debuted its
"Big Job" line, denoting the F-8 conventional. Although based on an all-new chassis and
separate bodywork, the cab was sourced from the F-Series. In , Ford introduced the L-Series
"Louisville" line of conventional trucks, moving all heavy truck development away from the
F-Series. For , the panel van was discontinued, largely replaced by the Econoline compact van.
While no longer produced for retail sale, the E-Series still shares its engines and transmission
with the Ford Super Duty trucks. Both are available in LHD only. There is a strong grey market
presence of Ford F-Series trucks around the world, most notably in Europe, China, South Korea,
and Australia, and usually driven by wealthy car enthusiasts, as the higher end trim models are
the most sought-after versions. F single, super cab and crew cab are available with short and
long bed. The F Raptor is available, too. In Australia, Ford F-series trucks are imported and
converted to right-hand drive by several Australian importers, mostly by the Harrison Motoring
Group, which as become the largest importer of F-Series vehicles in the Southern Hemisphere.
The addition of the 3. The truck won the San Felipe eight times between and Ford also won the
Manufacturers' Championship in and In , Ford announced its entrance into the Baja class-eight
race for moderately modified, full-size pickups. However, the pickup was unable to finish due to
a catch-up crash with another car in the middle of the road during stage seven. Mead crossed
the finish line in Buenos Aires and won the "super production" class, the first North American
class win in Dakar history. Campillay was unable to finish the 12th stage after losing time due to
mechanical failure during the 11th stage, which led to his disqualification for failing to reach the
race camp by the designated deadline. The Ford F is commonly used as a police truck. Other
common police uses include equipping the truck with cages for animal control or using them to
transport mounted units or police boats. The Ford F has won numerous awards; in alone, it
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Cutaway F F Category Commons. Authority control LCCN : sh Hidden categories: Articles with
short description Short description matches Wikidata Articles that may contain original
research from September All articles that may contain original research Use mdy dates from
March Short description is different from Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements
Articles with unsourced statements from November Articles with unsourced statements from
September All articles with specifically marked weasel-worded phrases Articles with specifically
marked weasel-worded phrases from September Articles with unsourced statements from
November Articles with unsourced statements from February Articles with unsourced
statements from December Commons category link is on Wikidata Official website not in
Wikidata Wikipedia articles with LCCN identifiers. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Ford F thirteenth generation. Wikimedia Commons
has media related to Ford F-Series. Pickup truck. Bronco Sport. Mustang Mach-E. Bronco II.
Expedition Max. Explorer Sport Trac. F-Series all. SVT Lightning. SVT Raptor. Super Duty.
Compact MPV. Transit Connect. E-Series cutaway chassis only. LCCN : sh I had the battery light
come on my F, , I have put a brand new battery in and all is fine. However, the battery indicator
light has come on just for a quick moment today and cleared when I accelerated. I spoke to the
NAPA team and they stated it might be a stored code that did not clear? G A answered 4 years
ago. The charging system on this rig is computer controlled, so running a code scan is a good
idea, I would at least have the charging system tested, most parts stores can do a quick test just
too se if the alternator is working properly. Andrew answered 4 years ago. Just gonna tell you,
while the engine is running the battery light will only come in for an alternator problem.
RalphMichelle answered 2 years ago. I replaced my alternator when my battery light came on. I
guess he clip broke while replacing the alternator and it would vibrate itself lose. GuruN69NH
answered about a year ago. My f light came on today when I glanced at the gauge the needle
was almost to the right like it was over charging then it went back to normal and the light went
off anybody know what this could be thanks dan. G A answered about a year ago. GuruFL
answered 10 months ago. I have a ford f 3. G A answered 10 months ago. GuruFL, if the light is
coming on then you may have a computer glitch, so you need to find a shop that can do a

through job of testing the entire system. Alright all you cool cats and kittens. My battery light
turned on coming home from work. When I accelerated, the light turned off. Eventually, one by
one all my electrical went out. Even the dash, all gauges, went off. As my headlights started to
dim, I turned on my high beams which drew power from the engine and bogged down the RPM. I
pulled into a parking spot and as soon as the engine went to idle, the truck shut off. All signs
point to alternator, right? Today I put in a new alternator. And, for shnitz and giggles, I tried to
start my truck without ever charging the battery. The truck started no problem, again, I never
charged the battery from last night. I let the truck idle for a few minutes and the battery light is
coming back on. Any ideas??? Cville86 answered 9 months ago. Same thing happened to me in
my 05 4. Changed the battery and alternator, light still comes on. Poidog answered 8 months
ago. On my F, I have changed out the battery and alternator, and serpentine since I had it off,
anyway. Batter light stays on. Under load with high beams and radio,almost-identical. Checked
ODBC codes and saw nothing. So I am stymied. All appearances say my charging system is
working, except the battery light. Any idea what else is triggering that light? G A answered 8
months ago. As this system is computer controlled I would take it to your favorite shop and
have it completely gone through, you maybe making enough voltage but the alternator
amperage output is lower than specified so the computer turns on the charge light, or it could
be an early warning of a failure in the ECM. Whiskeydrinker answered 7 months ago. And now
this morning everything was dead. GuruKQ answered 7 months ago. GuruJV2D7 answered 6
months ago. Zack6RB9 answered 6 months ago. Same issue. Tereigh answered 6 months ago.
I've sorted through all the comments, trying to narrow down my problem. F, new to me, so I
don't know its history. It was parked for a few weeks, and when I started it no problem , the light
was on. I figured if I ran it for a while, the alternator would recharge the battery, but no go, and I
lost my power steering. If you can help me narrow this down so that I can go into a shop with
some ideas, that'd be great, because as a woman, if i go in and shrug my shoulders and say, "I
don't have a clue," they'll take me to the cleaners. Jlester answered 4 months ago. Same issues
with my f Losing power while pulling a trailer too. However, the battery indicator light has come
on just for a quick moment today and cleared when I accel Battery light stays on after replacing
battery and alternator. Indicating improper charge. My dad undid the battery in my truck
underneath the dash on the passengers side and i have no clue wat button to presss to get it
back on and stsrted please help! I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Battery
Light. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Ford F question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Ford F Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. We offer a full line of quality starter
motors, alternators, tilt and trim motors, starter generators, AC and DC motors at heavily
discounted prices for all industries including automotive, industrial, marine, motorcycle, ATV,
UTV, small engines, medium and heavy duty trucks as well as lawn and garden. I want to thank
you for the extremely fast shipment of the motor I ordered from OBB last week. It arrived within
2 days, had free shipping, and appeared to be in good shape! I haven't operated the motor yet,
but so far the price and service has been outstanding. Love the customer service live chat!
What a great help. Thanks and keep up the good work. Awesome service. Ordered it and
received it in less than 24 hours. Thanks for quick turn around! I loved the online chat option. It
was a lifesaver. Great part, fast and free shipping. Best price found online. Will purchase from
OBB again! Well packed, arrived next day. Looks like a quality starter. Bus started right up.
Bianca was a great help on phone. Overall a very good job. I thought I was going to have a yard
ornament after spending about 10 hours trying to find starter parts for my small 2 cylinder
diesel tractor. I am in the process of installing the starter now. I only needed a starter relay and
ended up paying a lot more but You have a great web site. Great pricing. Great service. Great
product. Keep it up! I dealt by phone for my purchase because I could not find it on the website
and your customer service was the best. They are the face of your company and they deserve a
congratulations. From the time my call was answered I had great service, talked to a real person
and she was very helpfull helping me to get what I wanted, From customer service to pricing
and delivery when I was told that I would get it, the best, I would recommend this company
Thank you, your service was great and perfectly prompt. No complaints. In the future if I am in
need, I'll be ordering from you guys. Got this starter for my Generac Generator. The starter was
priced great and the free shipping was a huge plus. Received the part faster than I thought. It
worked great and was easily installed. I am ready for the next big flood. The main activity of
OBB is discount starter and alternator, as well as other related equipment. In the relevant

sections of the site, each user can select alternators suitable for their characteristics, which are
widely used in all industries. We are ready to offer the best prices for alternators and provide
our customers with a complete list of all kinds of modern equipment from all leading
companies. All existing alternator shops will not offer such a diverse range of spare parts,
equipment, and assemblies. Here you will be offered a cheap alternator or starter with a
guarantee of quality, reliability, and durability. The best online store has an extensive network
throughout the United States, which allows it to offer starter motors for sale to customers from
the country's most remote corners. Also, cheap alternator for sale is supplied to Europe, Asia,
and other countries. Our online starter-alternator is the leading US starter supplier nationwide
and overseas. We always have in stock quality alternators for any brands and models of
equipment and other modern equipment used in all spheres of economic activity. Therefore,
you can rest assured, order and buy from us any unit, assembly, part, or spare parts for them!
Customers can also pick up starter and alternator parts for their equipment at any time and
make repairs as soon as possible, restore the unit to work. Before making a decision and
putting the American starter and alternator on sale, a thorough product check is done. The
company's specialists have a discount on starter and alternator and suggest the best solution
for you. No owner of a cozy country house with a beautiful lawn and garden can do without this
powerful tool. With their help, cleanliness and order are maintained in the assigned territory in
winter. The range of products offered is continuously expanding. You could order new
aftermarket parts from us if they were not in the catalog. At the same time, all OEM parts are
checked as carefully as possible to check their quality. We provide the best starter prices,
generators, other equipment presented on the site. You can look at any alternator's review and
ensure that our products meet all the most stringent requirements for quality, reliability, and
durability. If you order a starter motor, alternator, or components, shipping will be arranged
immediately, on the day of payment. The warranty is provided! OBB shipping is on time and
operational. Look up the part you need using any 1 of 2 handy searches right here. YEAR
Choose year:. Newly Added Products. D In Stock. F In Stock. We have lots more on the site to
show you. You've only seen one page. Check out this post which is one of the most popular of
all time. The Ford F is the truck for anyone who needs to carry big loads or traverse over rough
terrain. For someone who needs to drive on tough terrain. For a truck that sells hundreds of
thousands of models, the Ford F does have some repeating issues that will often need to be
fixed. But what are some of the common issues with the Ford F? Ford F issues depend on the
year of the F The most common issues tend to be with the ignition coil, head gasket, spark
plugs, and transmission malfunctions. Many of them are easy fixes but could cost lots of
money. The issues depend on the model of the truck, so this guide will go into detail of issues
that relate to the year of each F Some of them do appear on multiple models and years.
Although problems with the Ford F vary with the year of the model, there are common issues
that tend to appear no matter what. Drivers report the primary issues are engine, windows, and
transmission with spark plugs and the MyFord Touch smart technology features being the
problems that cause the greatest customer dissatisfaction. Below is a breakdown of each issue
sorted by the year of the model. Some issues occur twice but have different problems based on
the model year. The issue was found in the models. According to consumers, the engine would
make a chirping or squealing sound, which indicated the pulley for the air-conditioners, or the
power-steering was off. Flare-up issues with the transmission were found in the models. In the
models, the ball joints would be ruined if exposed to water. This happened a lot, so the ball
joints would expire prematurely. The solution was to keep changing them for new ones.
Specifically, a faulty harness wiring Ford pointed out caused the vehicular stalling, hesitation,
and failure to start. Other causes of this problem include a stuck idle air control valve that
makes the engine crank, stall or fails to start altogether. Weak leaf springs along the front of the
vehicle were found in the Ford F models. New springs or added leaves will fix the issue, but
some trucks require a newly aligned suspension as well as a replacement of any additional
parts in the suspension. Drivers have complained about a chattering sound in the rear part of
the Ford F, specifically the models. The noise occurs during soft turns in the vehicle after
driving at high speeds. The problem came in an insufficient friction modifier or a faulty
Traction-Lok differential. The solution was to change out the loose rivets for bolts. Oil leaking
from the head gasket can just be replaced with a new head gasket. A bad ignition coil usually
means a rough-running engine and an illuminated check engine light. This can be fixed with a
new ignition coil. Some auto experts claim that the plug design was wrong from the beginning.
Other experts say that the spark plugs were too torqued and not tightened properly at the
production line. The issue came up mostly in the Ford F models. According to Ford, the solution
was not to over-torque the replacement spark plugs, even though owners still reported issues.
A common cause of rough idle is a bad exhaust gas recirculation EGR , in which a new EGR

valve can solve this problem. If not, it will let your F idle at lower RPMs so to not wake up the
neighbors. You can find out more here in my guide to the F quiet start option. Triton V8s with
Motorcraft spark plugs occasionally get stuck inside of the cylinder head, breaking off upon
removal. Replace the spark plugs. Ford admitted that the spark plugs in these Ford models
created the most complicated spark plug issues. The plugs were supposed to last , miles, but
that places the truck outside its normal warranty. Ford created a plug with a two-piece shell that
is meant to last every 30, miles to guarantee treatment under warranty. Many Ford customers
complained about corrosion on the hoods of their trucks and their fuel tank straps. This
corrosion issue led to a Ford recall on the Ford F Heritage model, causing the tank in the truck
to drop off. The same issue occurred in the Ford F model. The Ford F models had problems with
the power regulators on the door-side windows. This caused the windows to drop into the door,
get stuck, or make an annoying grinding noise. These noises coming from the engine rooted
from problems with the cam phaser. During this time, Ford dismissed any issue with the engine,
and Ford customers complied. The engine failed no matter what. Handy Hint: Have you ever
wondered why your Ford F shakes and shudders as you accelerate? A failure in the ignition coil
caused the check engine light to illuminate as well as a rough idle, which can be replaced. Oil
leaks from the right head gasket, which can be replaced. The leaks come from overheating,
overfilling, and the dissolving of the gasket coating, according to auto experts. Drivers notice
the smell of burnt oil as an indicator of a greater issue with the gasket. The issue arises after the
truck has put in at least , miles. Similar to the passenger side gasket leak, the smell of burnt oil
sets off alarms of a bigger issue in the gasket. The difference here is that there is too much
engine oil in the exhaust system of this Ford F model. The cost to fix this problem is much less
than the gasket failure mentioned previously, and customers have resolved this by tightening
the bolts around the pan gasket. Sticking exhaust gas recirculation sensors cause idling
engines to run roughly in the Generation 12 Ford F model. Accumulation of carbon will cause
the sensors to stick. Ford recommends changing the sensors every , miles. Another reason for
the rough-running engine is the mass airflow MAF sensor clogs, the cause will usually be a dirty
hot wire. There is a small tab located on the lower edge of the moving portion of the window and
then another small contact tab on the lower portion of the fixed window pane. This contact fails,
causing the defroster to stop working. This failure also affects the heating function of the
heated side-view mirrors, which will stop from this defect. Ford never issued a recall for this
problem, and the common solution is to replace the entire window assembly altogether. This
issue was most apparent in the Ford F models. The transmission would start downshifting into
second gear without warning, an extremely dangerous defect for drivers on the road. A simple
flash update fixed the problem. The touchscreen feature in these particular models proved
unreliable for Ford drivers, and many customers complained about this issue. Ford tried to
redesign the interface of this feature, but problems still occurred, even in many later models.
The issue presents itself, no matter the attempt at easy solutions. Cold weather makes this
touchscreen feature inoperable as well. The ETB transmits sensory data to the throttle valve,
which controls the quantity of air that passes to the engine. When the ETB stops reading this
data, limp mode occurs. Ford has come across this issue so many times, the company
back-ordered replacement parts, and customers still had to wait weeks for their replacements.
In freezing temperatures, many owners have reported that their door handles freeze shut. Ford
issues a recall to install a water shield over the door latches to prevent water from freezing
inside the mechanism. In more severe cases, the door would fly open as the truck was in
motion. The cost was free under recall, and Ford said they would reverse the issue by putting
water shields over the latches. Ford faced a lawsuit for the frozen door handles, which led to 1.
Some trucks with the speed transmission were assembled without a roll-pin, meaning the trucks
can roll away in parking mode if the parking brake is not on. Ford fixed the issue by reflashing
the power-train control module and advised drivers to be extra careful when switching from
park to drive. Owners have claimed that Ford is trying everything from replacing clutch packs to
installing completely new transmissions. Customers have complained that the seat cooling
feature on the most recent Ford F models specifically the model only works for a brief period of
time before malfunctioning. Other customers have said the seat cooling feature only works on
the base of the seat, not on the back. The issue can be pointed to the hose that provides airflow
to the seats coming undone. Much like the Generation 12 feature of the same name, this
function is unreliable in many ways. Customers of the models with this feature threatened to file
a class-action lawsuit, claiming the glitches disable important vehicle commands that the
drivers rely on for safe driving. Specific issues include commands that fail to enable the
defroster or rear-view cameras, as well as diminished temperature control and navigation tools.
As you can see, there are several common issues the Ford F model has faced during the
production of the truck. However, the 12th Generation model the trucks produced in has the

most complaints and serious issues connected to them. The model had the most complaints
with 1,, yet they concluded that the model was the worst version of the Ford F Car Complaints
gave the issue a severity rating of 8 out of Being the second truck in the new 13th generation,
the model has the current technology while being one of the older trucks on the market eligible
for resale and purchases at used prices. The U. Ford began building and distributing its first F
models back in , known as the Ford F-1 series until Still, the early models are considered close
to the F, and car connoisseurs collect these classic models and restore them. Even then, the car
had many troubles that needed fixing. Between the late s and the s, Ford came out with seven
different models of the popular trucks with their own quirks. These models are the following:.
Many drivers prefer the vintage style of a s Ford truck to the contemporary look of a recent Ford
F model. There are specific steps and components to achieve this feat. Raybuck, a popular car
repair company, lists the following:. Many of these parts are also connected to issues found in
the more recent Ford F models, implying that Ford has had trouble for decades with certain
parts, such as the engine, transmission, and suspension. Before embarking on restoring your
classic Ford F pickup, always check to see what condition the vehicle is currently in. This check
will determine exactly what kind of repairs are necessary for the truck to start working like new.
Most likely, several parts will need restoration, but the first areas to check are the carburetor,
radiator, spark plug, and the ignition coil since those parts are subject to the most wear and
tear. A paint job on a much older F truck will likely have plenty of rust. Sandblasting serves as a
primer before the fresh coat of paint can be applied and will prevent rust from coming back. To
prevent sand mist from infecting the inside of the truck, cover the engine parts that might be the
most vulnerable to the sand. This step can be done if the restorer has experience painting the
bodies of cars or trucks. If not, leave this step to a professional. For reassembling, Raybuck
suggests this process: put the engine, driveshaft, and transmission into place. Other parts to
replace at this time would include the lights, windows, weatherstripping, and tires. If necessary,
reupholster the interior in whichever color or pattern you prefer. Add new carpeting and interior
touches. Fast forward to this year , the Ford F remains a popular truck for potential buyers
looking to purchase a new or used truck. According to the U. News and World Report, the
newest edition of the Ford F is a suitable truck all around. Its most glaring issue, like in the
majority of the Ford Fs in the past is its reliability, which could be subject to potential issues
drivers need to look out for. For reliability, the Ford F does fairly average. With proper
maintenance and awareness of the issues in your Ford F, it still continues to be a good truck
with issues that can easily be solved. Hi I'm Josh and I'm a huge pickup enthusiast. I started
this website in in order to share all my projects and custom mod tips that I've done with my own
Ford F The new Land Rover navigation update is out now. The links below will take you through
to the lowest possible prices and best deals on official GPS maps. To see the latest prices, click
the link On this page you can find links which take you through to the lowest possible prices
and best deals on official GPS maps. To see Skip to content. Before you go, check this out!
Continue Reading. Power distribution box location Passenger compartment fuse panel Relay
box 4. Relay box 5. Primary battery fuses megafuses. Power distribution box Power distribution
box is located in driver's side of engine compartment. Fuse box diagram , model year. Fuse box
diagram model year. Door lock switch, driver side , Door lock switch, passenger side , Central
Security Module Running board lamp, left front, Running board lamp, left rear, Running board
lamp, right front, Running board lamp, right rear. Running board lamp, left front, Running board
lamp, left rear, Running board lamp, right front, Running board Samp, right rear. The fuse panel
is located below and to the left of the steering wheel by the brake pedal. Remove the panel
cover to access the fuses. To remove a fuse use the fuse puller tool provided on the fuse panel
cover. Fuse box diagram Ford F Fuse box layout Mirror turn signal relay, left, Mirror turn signal
relay, right, Exterior rear view mirror switch 17B In-line luse 2, Radio Clutch pedal position
switch, Clutch triple function switch jumper, Centra! Relay box 1 Ford F Relay box 2 Ford F
Relay box 3 Ford F Relay box 4 Ford F Auxiliary relay box 4 is located behind left side of
instrument panel. Relay box 5 Ford F Auxiliary relay box 5 is located behind right side of
instrument panel. Bi-fuel relay module. Primary battery fuses megafuses F Ford recommends
that megafuses only be serviced by a qualified service technician. Skip to content. Heated seat
module, passenger side front. Heated seat module, driver side front 14C For more information
go to It may have been a product of the post-World War II era, but the Ford F remains a favorite
of today's truck drivers. And although it has evolved from being a purely utilitarian ride when it
started to being a modern pickup today, the F has been able to retain the pragmatism that has
characterized it right from the start. If you keep this rugged vehicle in your garage as your daily
workhorse or your weekend companion, and you want to keep it functioning well, here are some
simple things you can do:. Whatever cargo you carry on your truck bed, it needs to be protected
from damaging elements such as rainwater. In the same manner, your metal truck bed has to be

kept dry and clean to prevent rusting. The right tonneau cover will go a long way in keeping
both your cargo and truck bed safe. You can choose between hard and soft tonneau covers
according to your preferred level of protection and convenience. There are roll-up covers,
foldable covers, sliding coversâ€”the options are almost endless. Do not bite more than you
can chew. Or in truck language: do not carry more than your Ford F can handle. If you often
load heavy cargo in your truck bed, you need to determine the maximum weight your truck can
carry to ensure that you do not go beyond that weight. Otherwise, it won't be long before your
truck buckles under the weight. To do the math, just determine your truck's gross vehicle
weight GVW and curb weight CW , and then subtract the latter from the former. Your trucks
GVW determines its total allowed weight when packed up, with passengers and all fluid loaded.
The figure is often found in the truck's doorframe or in the vehicle manual. Meanwhile, CW is
the weight of the vehicle on its own passengers are not included but all fluids are, including a
full tank of gas. Your truck is a giant machine, with metallic parts grinding against each other as
the pickup runsâ€”you can just imagine the amount of work that happens and the amount of
heat produced as a result. Without your engine oil, transmission fluid, coolant, and all other
automotive liquids, your truck will break down under the heat. Therefore, it's important that you
top up all your vehicle fluids at the correct interval as indicated in your truck owner's manual.
Aside from topping up, you also need to regularly check on your filters to ensure that they are
clean and working well with no clogs to block off fluid flow. All the mentioned tips are very
simple and do not require excessive work on your part. By incorporating the correct auto
maintenance habits in your day-to-day automotive activities, you'll be able to keep your Ford F
in tiptop shape for many more years to come. When it comes to the quintessential American
pickup, nothing beats the Ford F A variant of the Ford F-Series line of full-size trucks that date
back to the middle of the 20th century, the F has been the best-selling automobile in the US for
30 consecutive years. And the secret to its resounding success is in its capability to become a
rugged workhorse that adapts to various tasks. So whether it is for hauling, towing, or simply
getting from point A to point B, the Ford F is the vehicle of choice for millions of Americans. The
Ford F can trace its lineage back to the first F-Series truck â€” the Ford Bonus-Built â€”
manufactured in , but it was not until that the F was formally introduced. Filling in the gap
between the Ford F and the F, the F was meant to replace the former as the standard F-Series
truck due to stricter emissions requirements. The first Fs were outfitted with straight-six
engines, though these were eventually replaced by the Ford FE, Windsor, and V8 in later years.
In , the F underwent a major redesign with a larger, more aerodynamic form. The hood was
slanted more to the rear, the grille with a cleaner appearance, and the sides with a more
chiseled look and a flatter accent groove. The F saw further changes as well in , with anti-lock
brakes as a standard feature and a power-boosting fuel injection system. The exterior was also
upgraded with flush headlights, a simpler grille design, and more streamlined front fenders,
hood, and bumper, while the interior received a revised dashboard design with more readable
gauges and a larger glove box. With more focus shifting to aerodynamics, the model of F had
evolutionary changes particularly in its exterior. The nose was smoothed out with the front light
clusters and bumper ends angled to the rear' Aero mirrors and a revised tailgate design
completed the new F But despite its softer appearance, the F was given a trio of powerful new
engines: a 4. A wide variety of F configurations was also offered, from the Regular Cab to the
SuperCrew version that caters to passenger transport. There are also plenty of engine choices
as well, such as a hp V6, a twin-turbo Ecoboost V6 and a hp 6. All of the engines are matched to
a six-speed automatic transmission. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
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